**DESCRIPTION**

NOTICE — WHEN GOVERNMENT OR AWARDS, SPECIFICATIONS OR OTHER DATA ARE USED FOR ANY PURPOSE OTHER THAN IN CONNECTION WITH A DEFINITELY RELATED GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT OPERATION THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

B. POWER RATING: 1 WATT AT +25°C, DERATED PER CHART.

C. TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT: ±% 30 PPM/°C UP TO +275°C.

P. EACH LEAD SHALL BE CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING TWO (2) BENDS UNDER A TWO (2) POUND VERTICAL PULL (LEADS VERTICAL WITH RESPECT TO UNIT BODY), TWO (2) BENDS SHALL BE ACCOMPLISHED BY MOVING THE BODY OF THE UNIT, WHILE IN THE SAME ORIENTATION, THROUGH 90° IN ONE DIRECTION, THEN BACK 180° TO THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION, THEN BACK 90° TO THE ORIGINAL POSITION. NO MECHANICAL DAMAGE OR LACK OF PERFORMANCE SHALL BE EVIDENCED AFTER THE TEST.

4. SPECIAL CONDITIONING BY SUPPLIER:

A. BURN-IN: UNITS SHALL BE BURNED-IN FOR 100 HRS AT 25°C AND RATED WATTAGE 1-1/2 HRS ON, 1/2 HR OFF, UNITS THAT EXCEED THE INITIAL TOLERANCE OR CHANGE MORE THAN .5% SHALL BE REJECTED.

PROCURE ONLY FROM APPROVED SOURCES LISTED IN ND 1002034 FOR THIS DRAWING.